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Spelling list: Home, hall

A list of words for English spelling and vocabulary help and learning. For 
further help, teaching and lessons about spelling please try our spelling 
course.

briefcase A  is a case with a handle that's used for briefcase
carrying papers or files or books.

coat A  is an outer garment that has sleeves and covers coat
the body from shoulder down.

hanger A  is used to hang up clothing in a cupboard.hanger

hook A  is a curved peg that's used to hang clothing on.hook

rack A  is used for displaying objects on.rack

door A  is a swinging or sliding barrier that will close the door
entrance to a room, building, or vehicle.

doorknob A  is a knob used to release the catch when doorknob
opening a door.

lock A  is a fastener fitted to a door or drawer to keep it lock
firmly closed.

drawer A  is a sliding boxlike container in a piece of drawer
furniture.

entrance An  provides access to another space.entrance

front The  of a house is the side that is seen first.front

fuse A  is an electrical device that can interrupt the flow of fuse
electrical current when it is overloaded.

handrail A  is a railing at the side of a staircase or balcony handrail
to prevent people from falling.

mirror A  is polished surface that forms images by mirror
reflecting light.
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cabinet A  is a piece of furniture resembling a cupboard cabinet
with doors and shelves and drawers.

light A  is a device that serves as a source of illumination.light

stair A  is a support consisting of a place to rest the foot stair
while ascending or descending a stairway.

step A  is a support consisting of a place to rest the foot step
while ascending or descending a stairway.

umbrella An  is a lightweight handheld collapsible canopy umbrella
used to shield oneself from the rain.
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